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Aomei Partition Assistant Professional Edition is a complete disk partitioning, management and recovery solution that
supports Windows XP, Vista, Win7, 2008 and Win 8.1 and Win10. This is a full solution, not just a drive manager utility.
You can use it as a disk partition resizer and partition manager, and it can also be used as a bootable CD/DVD creator.
Aomei Partition Assistant Professional Edition is the professional version of the free AOMEI Partition Assistant Home
Edition. It is a full-featured disk manager, partition resizer, and disk partition recovery tool. It can be used as a CD/DVD
burner or a bootable disk to recover or migrate disk, partition or system to another hard disk. It provides additional
features, such as fast disk copy and dynamic disk conversion. AOMEI Partition Assistant Professional Edition also provides
a comprehensive set of wizards for OS migration, partition recovery, disk copy and fast disk copy. AOMEI Partition
Assistant Professional Edition is a full-featured hard drive partitioning, disk resizing, and disk recovery utility, and can be
used as a CD/DVD burner or a bootable disk to recover or migrate disk, partition or system to another hard disk. It
provides additional features, such as fast disk copy and dynamic disk conversion. AOMEI Partition Assistant Professional
Edition also provides a comprehensive set of wizards for OS migration, partition recovery, disk copy and fast disk copy.
This is a full-featured disk partition resizer, which supports both the MBR and GPT disk formats. The Aomei Partition
Assistant Professional Edition can be used as a CD/DVD burn utility to create bootable CD, DVD or live CD/DVD, or can be
used to recover or migrate OS to a disk partition.
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AOMEI Partition Assistant Home Edition was rated the best in performance, ease-of-use, and other quality metrics. It is a
free version of the full-featured AOMEI Partition Assistant Professional Edition. The home edition features simple, drag-and-

drop partitioning wizard that allows you to quickly and easily resize, create new partitions and assign them to existing
drives. It can even move partitions or entire disks between drives. AOMEI Partition Assistant is a free and easy-to-use tool
for disk partition management. It supports both the Windows XP and Windows Vista operating system. The program can

be used to partition your hard drive, clone an existing Windows setup, or create a bootable Windows 8/7 installation
media. It is not only very convenient but also 100% safe. AOMEI Partition Assistant is an advanced app for Windows disk
partition management. It supports both the Windows XP and Vista operating systems. With its great interface, easy-to-

navigate user interface, and great tools, youll be able to reformat and partition your storage media easily and quickly.The
best part of this program is that it can be used both as a disk partitioning software and as a full-fledged hard drive

management tool, and can support both Windows 8 and Windows 7 operating systems. It is an easy-to-use and easy-to-
use software. With its intuitive interface and numerous powerful features, AOMEI Partition Assistant, which started out as
a freeware program, has since been upgraded into a full-fledged, feature rich partition manager that supports hard disks,

partitions, and everything that makes a partitioned hard drive what it is. Users can efficiently and effectively backup,
restore, extend, transfer and format hard disks and partition structures, in addition to making copies. Users can use it to

migrate operating systems from hard disks to solid-state drives, and create exact copies of disks and partitions.
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